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Time is running out. Despite a recent crescendo of noise about the 
state of the ocean, overfishing, unregulated waste management, 
pollution and lax governance continue to take their toll on the seas. 
Ocean health is in decline, threatening the food, economic and 
climate security of communities around the world. Without a global 
mobilisation of resources, the transition to a sustainable ocean 
economy remains a distant dream.

The World Ocean Summit is part of the fight for change. The 
centrepiece of The Economist Group’s World Ocean Initiative, this 
annual event aims to build bridges between governments and 
businesses, and to catalyse meaningful progress towards a 
sustainable blue economy. 

The most diverse global gathering focused on the ocean, the World 
Ocean Summit will bring this essential conversation to the Middle 
East in 2019. It will strive to build stronger connections between 
regions, and to enable a more diverse and representative discussion 
on the future of the ocean than ever before. 

A B O U T

        If not now, then when?

https://www.woi.economist.com/world-ocean-summit-2019/?utm_source=Em1584_Brochure_Main_Copy&RefID=Em1584_Brochure_Main_Copy
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K E Y  T O P I C S  T O  B E  E X P L O R E D

• The similarities and differences between the ocean and land 
economies

• Financial opportunities in the blue economy

• Improving investment structures for ocean finance

• Cities and their role in innovation

• The role of ports and the shipping industry

• Sustainable coastal tourism

• Blue carbon systems

• Illegal activity and piracy

• Personal experiences of ocean degradation

K E Y  T O P I C S
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P R O G R A M M E  |  D A Y  1

10:00 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION OPENS

12:00 NETWORKING LUNCH 
 
13:50 WELCOME REMARKS 
 ZANNY MINTON BEDDOES, editor-in-chief, The Economist 
 
14:10 OPENING KEYNOTE PANEL: A BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS—DEFINING THE TASK 
 We ask five “ocean ambassadors” to set the agenda for the summit by addressing these five   
 questions: 
 
 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE FOR OCEAN  SUSTAINABILITY IN 2019? 
 
 WHERE ARE WE ON THE “OCEAN DOOMSDAY CLOCK”? SHOULD WE BE OPTIMISTIC OR  
 PESSIMISTIC ABOUT THE FUTURE? 
 
 WHAT IS THE ISSUE ABOUT WHICH YOU ARE MOST HOPEFUL THAT THIS CONFERENCE  
 WILL FORGE A SOLUTION? 
 
 WHAT WILL BE TOP OF THE AGENDA AT WORLD OCEAN SUMMIT 2029?

 We post the questions and answers to the event app, the World Ocean Initiative Hub and social  
 media, and ask delegates and the public to weigh in and help set the agenda for the conference  
 discussions.

DAY 1
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P R O G R A M M E  |  D A Y  1

 

14:40       HIVE MIND: DEFINING THE BLUE ECONOMY —   
 INTRODUCTION 
 What is the “blue economy?” In the lead up to the summit, we will  
 invite our audience to vote on their favoured definition of the blue  
 economy via the app and social media.  
 
14:45 EIU BRIEFING: THE MIDDLE EAST OCEAN ECONOMY 
 Pat Thaker, editorial and regional director, Middle East and Africa at  
 the Economist Intelligence Unit, will set the scene with key facts  
 and figures on the regional ocean economy.

 PART 1: THE DIGITAL OCEAN

15:00 STRETCHING THE TECH HORIZON 
 What new technologies could have a positive impact on ocean  
 sustainability? Which technological advances could accelerate  
 progress towards the blue economy? How can artificial intelligence  
 (AI) and machine learning support progress in ocean conservation?  
 Could lab-grown seafood address overfishing? And what impact will  
 this have on those working in ocean-related industries?

 
 

What is the “blue 
economy?” In the lead 

up to the summit, we will 
invite our audience to 
vote on their favoured 
definition of the blue 

economy via the app and 
social media.  

 

DAY 1
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P R O G R A M M E  |  D A Y  1

15:30 PRESENTATION: THE DIGITAL OCEAN 
 
15:40 NETWORKING

 16:20       SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

 16:30 SHIPPING AND THE BLUE ECONOMY: TOWARDS 50% 
 In 2018, the International Maritime Organisation told the shipping industry that it must reduce  
 greenhouse gasses by 50% by 2050, compared to 2008 levels. What tech innovations will enable the  
 sector to hit this target? What will it take to turn this conservative industry into a tech pioneer? And  
 what can the industry at large learn from innovative companies that are already taking the lead?

 17:05 KEYNOTE INTERVIEW

 17:30 CLOSING REMARKS

 19:00 COCKTAIL RECEPTION

 20:00 MOONLIGHT CINEMA: ECONOMIST FILMS

DAY 1
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

8:00 NETWORKING COFFEE

9:00 KEYNOTE INTERVIEW: WELCOME FROM THE HOST   
 GOVERNMENT 
 A representative of the government of the United Arab Emirates  
 will join our editor-in-chief, Zanny Minton Beddoes, to outline the  
 country’s commitments to the ocean, and opportunities for regional  
 collaboration.

 PART 2: FINANCE

9:30 FINANCING OCEAN INFRASTRUCTURE  
 Investors will sink $90trn into ocean infrastructure over the next ten  
 to 15 years, according to The New Climate Economy, a global  
 partnership of research institutes. Sovereign wealth funds, pension  
 funds and institutional investors are good conduits for these  
 investment flows. Where does the ocean fit into planned   
 infrastructure projects? How can we ensure that sufficient financing  
 reaches projects aimed at improving ocean infrastructure? And how  
 can we bolster links between blue and green infrastructure  
 projects?

 
 

A representative of 
the government of the 

United Arab Emirates will 
join our editor-in-chief, 
Zanny Minton Beddoes, 
to outline the country’s 

commitments to the 
ocean, and opportunities 
for regional collaboration. 

 

DAY 2
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

10:10       ISLAMIC FINANCE AND THE OCEAN 
 Islamic finance—financial and investment services that are compliant with sharia—has enjoyed  
 exponential growth in the last decade. The World Bank estimates that there is a total of $2trn in  
 sharia-compliant assets today, mostly sitting with Islamic banks. But is it compatible with the idea of  
 natural capital? How can it be used to direct more capital to a sustainable ocean?

10.40 NETWORKING BREAK

11:20 IN CONVERSATION: HOW CAN WE ACHIEVE SCALE IN SUSTAINABLE AQUACULTURE? 
 Some good progress has been made in sustainable aquaculture, and investment is beginning to  
 flow. But can aquaculture become an even greater contributor to the supply of animal protein and  
 relieve the pressure on the world’s capture fisheries, while remaining sustainable?

11:45 DEBATE: THE BLUE ECONOMY HAS MORE IN COMMON WITH THE GREEN ECONOMY  
 THAN THAT WHICH SETS IT APART 
 A lot of energy is spent understanding the blue economy and how it operates. But is it really that  
 different to the green economy? Is the ocean economy really exceptional?

12.25 WORKING LUNCH 
 Lunch will be served on the terrace. Selected speakers will host informal table discussions; delegates  
 will be invited to RSVP for a table via the event app.

 

DAY 2
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

   FOCUS GROUPS 
 A series of more intimate, focused and collaborative discussions on the key summit themes. 
  
  FOCUS GROUP 1     INNOVATION: PORTS AND SHIPPING IN THE BLUE ECONOMY 
  14:00 PART I: THE WORLD IF… 
 To set the scene and provoke thinking about innovations that the shipping and port industries could  
 be working towards to meet lower emissions standards, this focus group will open with a series of  
 short presentations from industry innovators. Each innovator will present a “World if” scenario:

       • The world if the next generation of shipping fleets hand wind rotors... 
       • The world if all passenger ferries ran on renewable energy… 
         • The world if ports were transformed into data-hubs…

 Following this we will take a poll to understand which innovation the audience thinks is most   
 exciting and which the most feasible.

14:30 PART II: IMPLEMENTATION 
 A panel of policy experts and financiers will evaluate the realistic probability of each innovator’s  
 scenario. What is needed to implement and operationalise such innovations? Attendees will be  
 invited to question and challenge the panellists, and after the discussion a fresh poll of the audience  
 will be taken to determine the most promising scenario and blue innovation that will lead to a more  
 sustainable port and shipping sector.

 

DAY 2
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

FOCUS GROUP 2     FINANCE: SCALING BLUE CARBON FINANCE  
14:00 THE HOW-TO OF BLUE CARBON RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT 
 There is a growing consensus that blue carbon systems such as seagrasses, salt marshes and   
 mangroves provide unmatched coastal protection against storms. They are also considered to be  
 some of the most significant carbon sinks on earth. The question is not why we should maintain and  
 grow these systems, but how.

 Moving from assistance and development-funded initiatives to market-based solutions will require  
 outreach to the business and investing communities. How can blue carbon services be integrated  
 into coastal development plans? What role can insurance play?

 In this interactive session, a panel of experts will lead the debate and attendees will be invited to  
 participate and contribute through polling questions and the opportunity to challenge and question  
 the panellists.

DAY 2
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

FOCUS GROUP 3     GOVERNANCE: DEMOCRATISING THE OCEAN CONVERSATION 
14:00 PART I: VIEWS FROM THE FRONTLINE 
 Central to the conversation around sustainable development of the ocean is the topic of equity.  
 Beyond 200 nautical miles, the ocean’s resources belong to everyone. And along the coast, under  
 the jurisdiction of national governments, coastal resources are shared among citizens and industries.  

 In a series of short-fire presentations, we will hear from individuals living and working in a coastal  
 town where the livelihood of the local population has been dramatically affected by climate change. 
 
14:30 PART II: GETTING THE PEOPLE’S VOICES HEARD 
 A panel of experts from around the world will lead a discussion with the attendees on how we can  
 ensure that all those affected by ocean degradation have a say in the development of the new blue  
 economy.

15:00 NETWORKING BREAK

 

DAY 2
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OCEAN MASTERCLASS 

MASTERCLASS 1     CITY PLANNING: HOW TO BUILD BLUE INNOVATION CLUSTERS IN EMERGING MARKETS 
15:30 In tomorrow’s blue economy, it’s not only about what you know, but who you know. Around the  
 world, from Canada to Singapore, maritime industries and governments are working together to  
 develop ‘blue clusters’: associations of private companies that span the blue economy value chain. 

 These ‘blue clusters’ are being formed to facilitate knowledge transfer and technological innovation,  
 and are all centred around a geographic hub–a place where subsea cable installers, underwater  
 sensor developers and aquaculture farmers work in parallel. This is Silicon Valley for the ocean. But  
 with so many different models for innovation clusters and new governments eager to scale their  
 blue economies, what lessons can we learn from the blue clusters that already exist?

 This masterclass will assemble blue cluster leaders from across the globe to discuss how to develop  
 a maritime cluster that will help drive innovation in the sustainable blue economy. It will begin with  
 a lightning round which will see each leader share their definition of a blue cluster and will and lead  
 into a discussion about what is needed to build a blue cluster.

DAY 2
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

MASTERCLASS 2     FINANCE: HOW TO ENGAGE IMPACT INVESTORS IN THE OCEAN 
 

MASTERCLASS 3     OCEAN ADVERTISING 
15:30 There are plenty of campaigns for a healthier planet. But which ones actually touch consumers,  
 drive them to alter their habits and inspire them to demand change from industry and government? 

 In this masterclass on advertising for the ocean, attendees will hear from some of the most   
 successful campaigners about how they have captured the public’s imagination. Front and centre  
 will be the past year’s global movement against plastic pollution. Have we successfully re-framed  
 the plastics issue so as to drive outcomes in the near-term?

 This masterclass will begin with three short presentations about successful environmental   
 campaigns. The invited campaign leaders will walk the audience through their strategies, advertising  
 materials, and the outcome of their efforts. These presentations will be followed by a discussion  
 with the campaigners and members of the world’s leading advertising agencies. By building bridges  
 across sectors, and inviting the world’s best salesmen into the mix, this session will help ocean  
 leaders to focus the public conversation around ocean challenges. 

16:30 CLOSE OF MAIN CONFERENCE

18:00 NETWORKING COCKTAILS

19:00 GALA DINNER: OPENING REMARKS

19:15 DINNER

20:30 AFTER-DINNER PROGRAMME

21:30 CLOSE

DAY 2
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  08:00 NETWORKING COFFEE

  08:45 WELCOME REMARKS 
  
 PART 3: GOVERNANCE

  09:00 KEYNOTE PANEL: SMALL ISLAND STATES AND CLIMATE CHANGE

  09:35 A TALE OF THREE CITIES 
 In a series of short interviews, we will ask mayors of three coastal cities about their efforts to reduce  
 plastics pollution, improve waste management and lower their cities’ impact on the ocean. What  
 can be learned from their experiences?

  10:05 SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

  10:15 RACE TO THE BOTTOM 
 The demand for valuable and rare minerals used in high-tech and green technologies has turned the  
 spotlight from terrestrial mines to exploiting resources found on the seabed. But do the benefits  
 outweigh the environmental risk and impact of mining these poorly understood seabed habitats?  
 What regulations are in place and technologies available to prevent a new ‘gold rush’ in the deep,  
 and what still needs to be done?  How should regulations be drawn up to prevent irreversible  
 impacts on species and ecosystems?   

DAY 3

P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  3
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10.45 HIVE MIND: DEFINING THE BLUE ECONOMY— RESPONSE 
 What is the “blue economy?” We reveal the results of our audience poll, and then ask a group of  
 ocean experts to respond.

11:15 NETWORKING

11:55 KEYNOTE LEADERSHIP AND CHANGE PANEL

12:35 KEYNOTE DISCUSSION: SUSTAINABLE COASTAL TOURISM

12:50 SUSTAINABLE COASTAL TOURISM 
 What would a truly sustainable coastal tourism industry look like? And what contribution can it  
 make to the development of the blue economy?

13:20 THE WORLD OCEAN INITIATIVE: ONE YEAR ON, AND WORLD OCEAN SUMMIT 2020  
 ANNOUNCEMENT

13:25 OCEAN AMBASSADORS: REFLECTIONS ON THE SUMMIT DISCUSSIONS 
 The ocean ambassadors will reflect on the progress made at World Ocean Summit 2019, and set  
 their challenge for participants for the year ahead.

13:45 A CALL FOR COMMITMENTS  
 Throughout the Summit, participants will be able to submit their commitments via the event app.  
 Our moderators will then call on selected audience participants to explain their commitment to the  
 ocean.

14:10 CONFERENCE CLOSE AND NETWORKING LUNCH

P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  3

DAY 3
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W H O  S U P P O R T S  Y E A R - O N - Y E A R ?
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Director general of front 
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New Development Bank

AMADO BLANCO
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manager–Southeast Asia 
Zoological Society of 
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DUNE IVES
Executive director 
Lonely Whale

SHIZUO TAKAHASHI
Executive vice-president and 
chief information officer 
Mitsui OSK Lines

RAY DALIO
Co-chief investment officer 
and co-chairman
Bridgewater Associates 
Founder, OceanX

D J PANDIAN
Vice-president and  
chief investment officer
Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank

MAY AL-KAROONI
Founder  
Globechain

BUD DARR
Executive vice-president
Maritime policy and 
government affairs
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International
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Editor-in-chief
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Architect
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Chief executive and  
co-founder
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C O N T A C T  U S

D E T A I L S  A T  A  G L A N C E R E G I S T R A T I O N  F E E S

C O N T A C T  U S

Date       :   March 5th - 7th 2019

Venue     :   St Regis Saadiyat Island Resort,  
                  Abu Dhabi, UAE

Tel             :   +44 (0)20 7576 8131

Website :   oceansummit.economist.com

Saver Rate - Expires January 18th 2019 (USD) $2,520.00
Standard Rate (USD) $2,800.00
The Economist Subscriber Rate (USD) $1,680.00
Academic/Government/Public Sector/Charity/ 
NGO rate (USD) $1,960.00

The event was an extremely successful, inspiring gathering of key ocean players. The collaborations  
that have come about as a result of lively discussion between sessions have the potential to be game  
changing.
– OceanMind

A great event in a beautiful venue. It brought a great of opportunity to mingle with decision makers, meet 
one to one with WHO is moving the world on real day to day in Oceans and Seas.
– Adviser for the gulf of Mexico large marine ecosystem, Semarnat

This is a great example on how the private industry can take a leadership role in public policies and 
protecting the oceans. The economist is making a significant change on diffusing the right public policies 
and holding them accountable, as well as on how fast the solutions for sustainable oceans will be 
deployed.
– Student, Columbia University, SOA Youth Leader

A very valuable opportunity to meet a crosssection of government, business and civil society leaders to 
discuss matters of significant concern about the ocean
– President, WWF International

I am re-invigorated with the level of attention being placed on the importance of ocean issues and 
opportunities for creative change and collaboration. Thank you to the Economist for your leadership. Now 
let’s get to work!
– Governor’s maritime sector lead, State of Washington, United States

        +44 (0)20 7576 8131 or +971 52 269 8425   oceansummit@economist.com

         oceansummit.economist.com    @Economist_WOI

         @WorldOceanInitiative    worldoceaninitiative

 
#OceanSummit
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

  14:00 FOCUS GROUPS 
 A series of more intimate, focused and collaborative discussions on the key summit themes. 
  
 FOCUS GROUP 1     INNOVATION: PORTS AND SHIPPING IN THE BLUE ECONOMY 
2.00PM PART I: THE WORLD IF… 
 To set the scene and provoke thinking about innovations that the shipping and port industries could  
 be working towards to meet lower emissions standards, this focus group will open with a series of  
 short presentations from industry innovators. Each innovator will present a “World if” scenario:

 The world if the next generation of shipping fleets hand wind rotors... 
 The world if all passenger ferries ran on renewable energy… 
 The world if ports were transformed into data-hubs…

 Following this we will take a poll to understand which innovation the audience thinks is most   
 exciting and which the most feasible.

 FOCUS GROUP 2     FINANCE: SCALING BLUE CARBON FINANCE  
 FOCUS GROUP 3     GOVERNANCE: DEMOCRATISING THE OCEAN CONVERSATION

15:00 NETWORKING BREAK

15:30 OCEAN MASTERCLASS 

 MASTERCLASS 1     CITY PLANNING: HOW TO BUILD BLUE INNOVATION CLUSTERS IN      
                  EMERGING MARKETS 

DAY 2
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 MASTERCLASS 2     FINANCE: HOW TO ENGAGE IMPACT INVESTORS IN THE OCEAN 
 MASTERCLASS 3     OCEAN ADVERTISING

16:30 CLOSE OF MAIN CONFERENCE

DAY 2
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  14:00 FOCUS GROUPS 
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 FOCUS GROUP 1     INNOVATION: PORTS AND SHIPPING IN THE BLUE ECONOMY 
2.00PM PART I: THE WORLD IF… 
 To set the scene and provoke thinking about innovations that the shipping and port industries could  
 be working towards to meet lower emissions standards, this focus group will open with a series of  
 short presentations from industry innovators. Each innovator will present a “World if” scenario:

 The world if the next generation of shipping fleets hand wind rotors... 
 The world if all passenger ferries ran on renewable energy… 
 The world if ports were transformed into data-hubs…

 Following this we will take a poll to understand which innovation the audience thinks is most   
 exciting and which the most feasible.

 FOCUS GROUP 2     FINANCE: SCALING BLUE CARBON FINANCE  
 FOCUS GROUP 3     GOVERNANCE: DEMOCRATISING THE OCEAN CONVERSATION

15:00 NETWORKING BREAK

15:30 OCEAN MASTERCLASS 

 MASTERCLASS 1     CITY PLANNING: HOW TO BUILD BLUE INNOVATION CLUSTERS IN      
                  EMERGING MARKETS 

DAY 2
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P R O G R A M M E  D A Y  2

 MASTERCLASS 2     FINANCE: HOW TO ENGAGE IMPACT INVESTORS IN THE OCEAN 
 MASTERCLASS 3     OCEAN ADVERTISING

16:30 CLOSE OF MAIN CONFERENCE

DAY 2
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